
To instal: 

1. Extend the sucker, place low down centrally on windscreen and gently press sucker against

glass to expel air; now draw gauge towards you.

2. With ControlPAL firmly attached connect lead to car power point.

3. Place your car on flat surface, perhaps your garage floor, press the two small buttons

together. As soon as the top red light flashes release the buttons.

4. The gauge will 'star burst'. It is now set.

5. When all 16 lights illuminate ControlPAL is at its most sensitive. When only 1 green light

illuminates it is at its least sensitive.

6. To adjust sensitivity settings: press one of the buttons on the face of the gauge until only

one green light shows. Then press the other button to increase the number of lights being

illuminated. A single press turns on, or off, one light.

7. The confidence you have in your pupil's ability will determine where you set ControlPAL's

sensitivity setting. The more confidence he/she inspires the less sensitive the setting can be,

the less confidence he/she inspires the more sensitive your setting.

8. Green and amber lights are not accompanied by sound. The 8 outer red lights are each

accompanied by a bleep. Red lights are activated as vehicle 'imbalance' becomes more

pronounced.

Conclusion: it is a simple truth is that no matter the vehicle, be it a truck, a bus, an 

ambulance, a road or a race car, all need to be controlled by the driver 100% of the time 

and techniques that ensure control are common to all of them. In each case excessive 

'lean' or 'roll is to be avoided and ControlPAL helps your pupils to be aware of when, and 

importantly why, it happens. 

ControlPAL's variable sensitivity means it can be set to suit both prevailing driving conditions as well 

as driver ability. Doing anything to the best of one's ability is rewarding. In driving terms this is 

especially valuable because an element of risk exists each time we get into a vehicle. That risk level 

will vary from one person to another, but a good understanding of dynamics will diminish it. 


